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Abstract : Background: Academic environment led, in time, to the birth of some research subjects concluded with many
publications. One of these issues is related to the learning stress. Thus far, the PubMed website displays an impressive number
of papers related to the academic stress. Aims: Through this study, we aimed to evaluate the research concerning academic
learning stress (ALS), by a retrospective analysis of PubMed publications. Methods: We evaluated the ALS, considering: a)
different keywords as - ‘academic stress’ (AS), ‘academic stressors’ (ASs), ‘academic learning stress’ (ALS), ‘academic student
stress’ (ASS), ‘academic stress college’ (ASC), ‘medical academic stress’ (MAS), ‘non-medical academic stress’ (NMAS),
‘student stress’ (SS), ‘nursing student stress’ (NS), ‘college student stress’ (CSS), ‘university student stress’ (USS), ‘medical
student stress’ (MSS), ‘dental student stress’ (DSS), ‘non-medical student stress’ (NMSS), ‘learning students stress’ (LSS),
‘medical learning student stress’ (MLSS), ‘non-medical learning student stress’ (NMLSS); b) the year average for decades; c)
some selection filters provided by PubMed website: Article types - Journal Article (JA), Clinical Trial (CT), Review (R); Species Humans (H); Sex - Male (M) and Female (F); Ages - 13-18, 19-24, 19-44. Statistical evaluation was made on the basis of the
Student test. Results: There were differences between keywords, referring to all filters. Nevertheless, for all keywords were
noted the following: the majority of studies have indicated that subjects were humans; there were no important differences
between the number of subjects M and F; the age of participants was mentioned only in some studies, predominating those
with teenagers and subjects between 19-24 years. Conclusions: 1) PubMed publications document that concern for the
research field of academic stress, lasts for 56 years and was materialized in more than 5.010 papers. 2) Number of publications
in the field of academic stress varies depending on the selected keywords: those with a general framing (AS, ASs, ALS, ASS,
SS, USS, LSS) are more numerous than those with a specific framing (ASC, MAS, NMAS, NS, CSS, MSS, DSS, NMSS, MLSS,
NMLSS); those concerning the academic medical environment (MAS, NS, MSS, DSS, MLSS) prevailed compared to the nonmedical environment (NMAS, NMSS, NMLSS). 3) Most of the publications are included at JA, of which a small percentage are
CT and R. 4) Most of the academic stress studies were conducted with subjects both M and F, most aged under 19 years and
between 19-24 years.
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